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Charlie can read following file-formats:
- Snoopy;
- INA;
- APNN.
Introduction

History of Charlie

2003  last version of INA
2006  first version of Charlie (Master Thesis by Martin Schwarick)
2009  added reachability graph for time-dependent Petri nets (Diploma Thesis by Ansgar Fischer)
2009  new GUI and redesign of Charlie’s code (Diploma Thesis by Andreas Franszke)
2011  integration of a plugin system (by Jan-Thierry Wegener)
INA and Charlie

The net has a nonempty clean trap.
The net has no transitions without pre-place.
The net has no transitions without post-place.
The net is connected.
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Non-reachability test of a partial marking using the state equation........N
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Main Features

The main feature of Charlie are:

- open files: Snoopy, INA and APNN file-format;
- analyzers:
  - incidence matrix based analysis;
  - siphon/trap computation;
  - reachability/coverability graph;
  - model checking (CTL/LTL);
  - path search;
  - visualization of properties;
- rule system.
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Rule $\triangleq$ Theorem: set of results (pre-conditions) and another set of results (post-conditions)

Advantage: rules are shown to user $\Rightarrow$ can be used in teaching
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With a plugin system, users can
- easily extend a program by writing a plugin or by loading a plugin;
- implement algorithm that they think are useful;
- activate the features they want to have activated.
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Developers of a tool profit from a plugin system by:

- standardizing several features;
- implementing a good framework;
- force themselves to follow a design.

Therefore

- it is easier for developers, new to the project, to get started;
- overall productivity increases.
We stated the following requirements to a plugin system:

1. possibility of accessing Charlie’s core, e.g., starting analyzers, evaluating results, adding information to the log file, . . .;
2. basic Petri net framework;
3. handle external libraries in plugin file;
4. possibility of sharing code between plugins;
5. dependency check;
6. start and stop plugins during runtime.
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With a plugin one can extend the following features of Charlie:

- the set of analyzers;
- the set of rules;
- the GUI;
- the set of supported file formats.

Plugins do not need to provide any of the features above, e.g., if a plugin shall share common code only.

Note: there is no dependency check yet.
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- **File**
  - Open...
  - Reload
  - Load Session...
  - Save Session...
  - Recent Files
  - Exit
- **Show**
  - Working Editor
- **Preferences**
  - Model Checking
  - Path Search
  - Net Properties
- **Help**
  - Strg-O
  - Strg-R
  - Strg-L
  - Strg-S
  - Strg-Q

**Import** button highlighted in red.
Conclusion

We have seen that Charlie’s plugin system:
- are useful for users;
- increases usability;
- can extend important features;
- are powerful due to code sharing;
- can use external libraries.

Future Work:
- dependency check;
- start/stop plugin during runtime.
Charlie’s Website

Download
Charlie can be downloaded free of charge at

http://www-dssz.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/DSSZ/Software/Charlie

Bug Report
Bugs can be reported at

http://www-dssz.informatik.tu-cottbus.de/DSSZ/Bugs/CharlieBugList

There is also a link on Charlie’s website.
Thank You